Team RV

Gary Ward in his MX2 and Greg Connell
in his Pitts 12 in their super race – don’t
know who won . . .

The weather for this year’s Boshears SkyFest was perfect! Sunny, warm, not much wind. On
Saturday there were about 45 aircraft on the field, including more than 25 GA (general aviation)
aircraft. EAA 172 members Greg Connell and Gary Ward performed fantastic aerobatics including
a race at the end of the show when Gary's MX2 looped around Greg's Pitts 12's smoke trail. The
eleven RV aircraft of Team RV had very colorful demonstration flying. We enjoyed the Hotwire
Harry comedy act. On Saturday the RC aircraft modelers had a great number of aircraft on
display. Sid & Ben Brown, Sheila Connell, Shirley Harden, Al Nodorft, Nandi Shetty, and other
EAA 172 members manned the EAA 172 fly-in tent. Al Patton, Jean Hildebrant, Bruce Cameron,
George & Frances Weiss took charge of the History Tent. Tom & Ely DeGroodt, Richard
Member Lee Keefer with his
Fender, Keith & Noah Goff, John Magnan, Al, Carmen, Michael & Mikayla Nodorft, Shane
treasured P-51. The RC
aircraft modelers had many
Nothdurft, John Sligar, and Herb & Elaine Watson handled the People Mover tractor/trailer
aircraft on display.
operations. Many club members directed the GA aircraft parking. Charlie Connell, still
recovering from his leg injuries, would like to add a note of thanks to members who helped
him on the flight line at Boshears Skyfest. He would not have been able to get the job done
otherwise. In particular he gives his thanks to Ed Christian, Ed Booth, Gary Harden, Sandy
Howard, and Joe Britt.

Al Patton with Greg Connell’s
APF which Al designed.
Nandi Shetty, Sid Brown, Jon
Dunn, Ben Brown at the EAA
172 fly-in tent.

The GA (General Aviation) flightline on Saturday.

Al Patton with a Corsair like the
one he flew for almost 10 years.

THESE CONTESTANTS WON THE 2012 BOSHEARS AVIATION SCHOLARSHIPS
➢ Cody Gunby – Full hours for a pilot’s license.
➢ Adrian Coleman – 10 hours flying instruction.
➢ Nicholas Thompson – 10 hours flying instruction.
They were interviewed in depth by the judges.
They and their parents gave permission to reprint the essays.
Cody Gunby - Attends Middle Georgia College to obtain a degree in Aviation Management and become an airline pilot.

AVIATION QUESTION OF THE MONTH
Answer to last month’s question: A pilot has an aircraft that is not certified for flight in instrument
conditions. May he use it for instrument training?
According to AOPA (and the FAA): An aircraft that was not type certificated for flight in instrument
conditions can be used for flight training in visual meteorological conditions. The FAA provides guidance for
this type of situation through the agency’s flight standards information system. The guidance states that as
long as the aircraft complies with the equipment requirements specified in FAR 91.109 and 91.205 an aircraft
may be operating on an IFR flight plan in VMC. The caveats are that the PIC was must be properly certified
to operate under IFR, and that the aircraft must not be operated in instrument meteorological conditions.

Therefore, all "training" may be conducted in VMC (with a view-limiting device) in an aircraft not
certified for flight in IMC, or a simulator, or a flight training device certified for such by the FAA
and under direction of a qualified instructor.
This Month’s Question: A builder/pilot is building a cub/supercub/clipped wing experimental and plans to
limit his gross weight to 1,320 pounds based on two 170-pound people. A DAR told him it has to be able to
carry two 190 pound people plus baggage to call it a two-place, but the builder/pilot thinks the DAR is
confusing the experimental rules with LSA rules. Who's right?

